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Wind-driven rain and its impact on building envelopes
Annex 41, Subtask 3—outdoor boundary conditions
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Introduction
Among the climatic loadings including rain, temperature difference, solar radiation, wind
pressure, and indoor moisture, rain penetration typically causes the greatest damage. Yet
it remains among the least known of all the loads. Walls that become wet and fail to dry
become susceptible to mechanisms that foster material deterioration, corrosion, mould
growth, contamination of the indoor environment, loss of structural integrity, and loss of
the insulation value. For example, the direct cost to repair the building envelope failures
resulting from rain penetration in Vancouver is approaching $2 billion.   

Within this context, a research project was submitted for funding to extend the
knowledge on wind-driven rain and its impact on building envelopes and to move the
design of the building envelope towards an engineering approach.   The application is
now being reviewed by NSERC1 and a decision is expected in June.  The proposed
project would contribute to the outdoor boundary conditions in subtask 3

Proposed project
The proposed research is designed to quantify the amount of rainwater impinging on
building façades, to investigate the mechanism of rainwater penetration into wall
assemblies, and to evaluate rain control strategies of various building envelope systems. 

These loading parameters would be made through the use of a field test hut located in the
Vancouver area, which has severe rain conditions.  A two-story test hut would be set up
on a framework that would allow the insertion of wall panels of different configurations
and would lend itself to modifications and extensions as the research progresses and
information is accumulated and analyzed. The test hut would have the following features: 

1) flexibility to change the size of the roof overhang; 
2) capacity to receive different types of panels with different configurations and different

rain-deflection details such as drips, flashing, window sills, etc.; 
3) exchangeable floors to provide the flexibility to test different floor/wall junctions; 
4) panels that can include windows, doors, and balconies; 
5) an initial design focused on the study of wind-driven rain and rain control (i.e., initially

indoor conditions will not be controlled and the drying performance of the assemblies
will not be monitored).

The research activities contributing to outdoor HAM boundary conditions will include
the study on wind driven rain and the investigation of rain penetration into the building
envelope. 
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1. Wind driven rain
The amount of rainwater impinging on the vertical surface of buildings is the result of a
complex interaction between wind, rain, and the building.  This research aims to establish
the correlation that describes the amount of driving rain as a function of local weather
data, geometry and, deflection details of the test hut.  The driving rain on the vertical
surface of the test hut will be measured spatially and temporally using driving rain
gauges.  A local weather station will measure the wind speed, wind direction, horizontal
rainfall, solar radiation, temperature, and relative humidity. The test hut will be
instrumented with pressure taps to monitor the pressure distribution pattern on the façade
due to wind.     

To generalize the results from the test hut, the measurements will be compared to CFD
models.  Collaboration with other researchers may be developed, such as the CFD model
developed by Blocken at Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (KUL) [2,3].  While CFD
modeling has its advantages as a research tool, practitioners and professionals will more
readily use empirical correlation, which can give more detailed information than the
conventional Driving Rain Index. To develop such an empirical correlation, the impact of
local topography and surroundings will have to be studied.  The work done by Fazio and
Zhu [5], which transforms the DRI value from a weather station to the urban
environment, and the procedure used by British Standard BS 8104 [4] to correlate DRI at
weather station to a specific building can serve as the basis for the development of such
an empirical method.  The development of such an empirical method will involve the
analysis of weather data, the study of the building characteristics, and field monitoring on
selected buildings in service besides the measurements on the test hut.  

2. Rain penetration into the building envelope (rainwater leakage characteristics) 
The occurrence of rain penetration involves three stages. Stage 1, rainwater impinges on
the building façade driven by wind; in stage 2, rainwater impinged on the surface
penetrates into the building envelope through defects; and in stage 3, the rainwater in the
envelope either evacuates or remains trapped and causes water damage.  If the rainwater
impinged on the wall surface can be absorbed by the cladding, no damage would occur to
envelope systems.  It is normally the rainwater running off the cladding and penetrating
into the wall assemblies through defects at joints that causes damages if they are trapped
in the envelope for too long.  The extensive simulations carried out in MEWS [1] project
indicated that without accidental rain penetration through defects, all of the walls
investigated performed well.  However, with a certain amount of accidental water, most
of the walls failed.  Therefore, it would be necessary to quantify the amount of water
leakage and evaluate the leakage resistance of envelope design.  This information would
enable more accurate prediction of the hygrothermal performance by building envelope
HAM models.   

The actual penetration of rainwater into the building envelope depends on the various
forces exerted across the building façade, the cladding materials used, and the flaws or
defects in design details and workmanship. The rainwater may penetrate through
openings in the cladding under forces such as pressure differential, capillarity, gravity,
airflow, surface tension, and kinetic energy. Depending on the type of cladding materials,
the dominant forces for water penetration vary. For example, pressure differential has
been recognized as the most difficult force to combat for most types of walls, while the
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field study showed that for absorptive claddings, such as bricks, the dominant force is
capillarity [7]. 

In this sub-topic, the runoff properties of different cladding materials, and the rain
penetration performance of different design details will be studied.  A monitoring
protocol to evaluate water penetration will be developed. At this stage, possible
monitoring approaches include a) collecting water drained off the drainage plane to
quantify drainage plane effectiveness, b) installing moisture sensors in sheathing and
wood studs to indicate the presence of water and to monitor the impact of water
accumulation, and c) making visual observations of test sections cut from panels. 

Quantification of rainwater intrusion through controlled defects will be attempted by
using collection troughs. For the purpose of rainwater penetration studies, some wall
sections may be built with components from the exterior cladding inwards to the
sheathing, including the wood studs but not necessarily including the insulation and
drywall finish. This would provide a cost effective and efficient approach to monitoring.
Some panels will incorporate windows to improve understanding of why window/wall
junctions are susceptible to rainwater penetration. 

Summary
The ultimate aim of the proposed research is to help design building envelopes with
durability.  Studies have shown that it is difficult for the rainwater trapped in stud cavities
to dry under the severe wet conditions in BC [6]. Thus, it is critical to minimize rainwater
penetration into building envelopes by deflection and drainage.  This research will
eventually establish the deflection effectiveness and drainage effectiveness, thus a
rainwater penetration resistance of building envelope assemblies.    
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